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Model of laser-driven mass transport in thin films of dye-functionalized
polymers
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Based on Newtonian fluid dynamic relations, a model is constructed to describe laser-induced mass
transport in thin films of polymers containing isomerizable azobenzene chromophores, in which
surface profile diffraction gratings can be inscribed with an interference pattern of coherent light.
The Navier–Stokes equations for laminar flow of a viscous fluid are developed to relate velocity
components in the film to pressure gradients in the polymer film, by definition of boundary layer
conditions. This general laminar flow model is applicable to the formation of surface gratings
through a variety of mechanisms. Considering the mechanism of an isomerization-driven free
volume expansion to produce internal pressure gradients, a specific model is developed to describe
polymer flow resulting from laser-induced isomerization of the bulky chromophores. This yields an
expression relating the time evolution of the surface gratings to properties which could be varied
experimentally, such as those of the irradiating light, inscription geometry, and bulk polymer, which
incorporates no arbitrary fitting parameters or integration constants. In the general model, the rate of
grating inscription is predicted to vary directly with the intensity of the inscription laser, to vary
inversely with the molecular weight of the polymer below the limit of entanglement, and to scale
with the third power of the initial thickness of the film. Considering an isomerization pressure
mechanism, the model predicts the rate of grating inscription to further vary with the free volume
requirements of the induced geometric transformation of the dye molecules, and the polarization
state of the inscription laser. Predictions from the model were tested against the results of
experiments to vary these parameters, and are shown to be in good agreement. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!50828-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thin films of polymers containing photochronic azobe
zene chromophores have been shown to be suitable mate
for the optical inscription of a variety of volume holograph
gratings. First reported by Todorov in 1984,1 these reversible
birefringence gratings have been demonstrated to be e
inscribed in a variety of azobenzene-containing polymers
either an amorphous,2–8 or a liquid-crystalline matrix,9–17 by
inducing an alignment of the photoisomerizable azo ch
mophores with an interference pattern of linearly polariz
light. More recently, it was discovered that irradiation
these films with an interference pattern of coherent light
induce not only an alignment of the chromophores throu
out the volume of the material, but a controlled modificati
of the film surface, coincident with the light interferenc
pattern.18–21This was an unexpected result, as it implies su
stantial mass transport in these glassy polymers at room
perature, which can be up to 140° below the expected s
ening point of the material at the glass/rubber transit
temperature (Tg).21 These surface relief gratings were lat
observed in similar liquid crystalline azobenzene polym
films by other research groups.22,23 The surfaces which can
1500021-9606/98/109(4)/1505/12/$15.00
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be produced by this technique are sinusoidal in shape,
the magnitude of the modification is substantial, with dep
from peak to trough greater than 1mm that can be achieved
in initially flat films of a similar thickness. This is not a
destructive process, as the flat films could be recovered
heating toTg , and another grating inscribed subsequen
The power of the inscription laser is far below that requir
for ablation, and is also well below that required to raise
film temperature to a degree necessary for a thermally dri
process. This is not a destructive processes as the flat fi
could be recovered on heating toTg to the original thickness
and another grating could be inscribed subsequently.

It has been established that the azobenzene group~which
can photoisomerize betweentrans andcis geometric forms!
is necessary for this process, as irradiation of films incor
rating absorbing yet nonisomerizing dyes with strong dipo
produced no surface features.25 There is also evidence tha
the surface profile minima are coincident with the maxima
light intensity in the interference pattern,18,23 and that the
process is highly dependent on the polarization state of
interfering beams.20,23 The interference of two linearly
s-polarized beams results in the inducement of no detect
surface features, while the interference of two linea
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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p-polarized beams produces gratings of moderate (;10%)
efficiency.23,24Interference of two circularly polarized beam
results in the greatest magnitude and rate of surface mo
cation, with first-order diffraction efficiencies exceedin
40%.24,25 The rate of inscription was also observed to
dependent upon the intensity of~and angle between! the
writing beams, the thickness of the film, the molecu
weight of the polymer, and electronic and geometrical c
siderations of the azobenzene chromophores.25 This process
has been demonstrated to be reversible as well, with m
gratings inscribed coincidently in the film, and full recove
of the featureless film on heating toTg .

Although there is little agreement on the exact nature
the mechanism responsible, this process is clearly on
large-scale and reversible mass transport of polymer ch
by low power laser irradiation well below the glass transiti
temperature, a phenomenon now well documented in th
azobenzene polymers yet with little precedent in the lite
ture. From examination of the dependence on each param
which could be isolated experimentally, a mechanism w
proposed for this surface grating formation in highTg azo
polymer films, involving the selective photoinduced isom
ization of the azo groups and the free volume requireme
of this geometrical transformation.25 It was demonstrated by
order-of-magnitude estimates that the creation of free v
ume for the process where free volume is initially inadequ
leads to pressure gradients coincident with the light inter
ence pattern which are above the yield point throughout
material, where deformation is nonelastic and irreversible
was shown that the intensity profile created with the interf
ence of the two circularly polarized beams in the film lea
to alternating regions of high and low extents of isomeri
tion, and it was proposed that regions of high and low b
pressure result as the molecules undergo this volu
requiring geometrical transformation in confined photore
tion cavities. The resulting viscoelastic flow in these lo
viscosity polymers then leads to pressure-driven m
transport to form surface profile gratings.

In this paper a quantitative general model is deriv
from basic Newtonian dynamic relations of viscous fluids
describe polymer flow under the influence of light, which
applicable to any mechanism involving a light-derived pr
sure or force. The associated boundary layer equations
simplified by approximation through dimensional analys
and the application of boundary conditions on the syste
The resulting differential equation is solved directly to yie
an expression for the viscous flow of an azobenzene poly
under irradiation, involving no arbitrary parameters or fitti
constants. Predictions from this model are shown to be
good agreement with the results of experiments to determ
the dependance of grating inscription on the intensity of
irradiating light, on the molecular weight of the polymer, a
on the initial thickness of the film. The model is furth
developed specifically for the case of an isomerizati
driven pressure mechanism, and from this the viscosity
the matrix could be solved. This isomerization pressure
then tested against experiments to vary the irradiation ge
etry, the free volume requirements of the chromophores,
the polarization state of the inscription laser.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Azobenzene chromophores

Chromophores based on an azobenzene structure
widespread inclusion in a number of research areas suc
liquid-crystalline media and nonlinear optic polymers, a
hence have been well studied. One of the more interes
properties of these chromophores is the readily induced
reversible geometric isomerization about the azo bond
tween the more stabletrans isomer to the less stablecis.26

With substitution of electron-donor electron-acceptor grou
in the para-ring positions, the materials belong to the pseu
stilbene spectral class,27 and bothtrans andcis isomers can
be pumped with the same wavelength in the blue or green
the absence of light there is a thermal relaxation from
cis-containing photostationary state to thetrans-only state on
the order of seconds.28 It is important to note the selectivity
of this p2p* absorption of thetrans dipoles to the polar-
ization state of the irradiating light. The probability of ab
sorption is proportional to cos2 f wheref is the angle be-
tween the dipole axis and the electromagnetic field~EMF!
vector of the laser light. Linearly polarized light will addres
only those dipoles lying with an orientational compone
parallel to the EMF vector, while circularly polarized ligh
will address all dipoles oriented in the plane perpendicula
the light propagation axis.

The geometrical change associated withtrans to cis
isomerization of azobenzenes is significant, and can be u
to destroy or rearrange any ordered systems oftransazoben-
zene groups such as in liquid-crystalline phases,29 ordered
monolayer films,30 or helical polymers.31 The conversion
from trans to cis azobenzene decreases the distance betw
the 4 and 48 ring positions from 9.0 to 5.5 Å,32 and increases
the average free volume requirement.33 This larger free vol-
ume requirement of the photogeneratedcis isomer has been
shown to result in the expansion of irradiated azo th
films,34–38observed as either an increase in film thickness
the presence of light measured by ellipsometry,35 or by total
attenuated reflection.34,36–38In both cases the expansion wa
attributed to the large free volume~FV! requirement of the
cis form on irradiation, and this bulk pressure due to isom
ization was termed the elasto-optic effect.37

B. Polymer thin films

Azo chromophores can be readily doped to moder
concentration in a variety of polymeric hosts, though dy
attached to the polymer backbone through covalent bo
~functionalized systems! have the advantages of increas
chromophore content and enhanced thermal and temp
stability. The polymers have been prepared, characteri
and reported previously,25,39–43and structures are detailed i
Fig. 1.

The polymers were dissolved in tetrahydrofuran at 1–
wt %, spin cast at 1000–2500 rpm onto clean glass s
strates, and heated aboveTg to yield dry amorphous films of
good optical quality and of thickness between 8 and 10
nm. Molecular weight was determined by gel permeat
chromatography to be quite low in the materials studied
the range of 2000 to 10 000 g/mol~;5 to ;30 structural
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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units!. Film thickness was determined by interferometry,
by optical extinction coefficient in the case of very th
samples. TheTg values corresponding to the softening te
perature of the polymer from the glassy to rubbery pha
were obtained by differential scanning calorimetry, and po
mers withTg between 90 and 160 °C were studied.Cis con-
centrations of irradiated films were determined by absorp
spectra at the photostationary state similar to previ
methods,44–46 and surface profiles of the gratings we
probed with a nanoscope II atomic force microscope~AFM!.
The bulk modulus of the polymer films was estimated
microindentation force measurements.25

C. Optical inscription of gratings

The polymer films used in this study display almax be-
tween 450 and 500 nm, hence the 488 nm line from an A1

laser was used for writing. For grating inscription this bea
was passed through a spatial filter and collimated to a di
eter of 8 mm and then~using the setup detailed in Fig. 2!
split by a mirror such that half of the beam is reflected o
the film surface coincident with the unreflected half to fo
a semicircularly shaped interference pattern of an a
;0.25 cm2. The irradiation power ranged from 1 to 10
mW. Quarter wave plates were used to set the polariza
state of the beam tos linear~with the field axis parallel to the
mirror plane! or circular, and the progression of the gratin
inscription was monitored by measuring the intensity grow
of the first-order diffracted beam over time with a 1 mW 633
nm beam from a HeNe laser. Grating spacing was de
mined by either AFM or by measuring the angle subtend
the zeroth- and first-order beams.30 Grating depth was esti
mated by AFM, or by measuring the efficiency (E) of the
grating, defined as the fraction of incident intensity diffract
to the first-order beam monitored. A typical recording
efficiency growth over time is presented in Fig. 3, along w
an AFM profile of the resultant surface grating.

FIG. 1. Structure of the azobenzene-functionalized polymers stud
pDR1A ~a!, pDR13A ~b!, and pMEA~c!.
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III. LAMINAR FLOW IN POLYMER THIN FILMS

Modeling laser-driven mass transport in thin films
polymers belowTg is without precedent in the literature, an
represents an interesting problem in the basic chemistry
physics of thin polymer films. The approach outlined here
based on fundamental hydrodynamic theory,47 and specifi-
cally on the equations governing fluid flow in a thin film wit
defined boundary layers. This approach had been invo
previously to model holographic grating formation in th
films of oil on an absorbing substrate.48 In these systems the
topographic gratings were formed in the oil layer indirect

d: FIG. 2. Optical procedure for inscription of diffraction gratings.

FIG. 3. ~a! Growth of first-order diffraction during inscription of a surfac
grating.~b! AFM profile of a surface relief grating.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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through a temperature-driven spatial modulation of the s
face tension of the film, coincident with the irradiation pa
tern of the interfering infrared beams from a CO2 laser. The
resulting differential equation was solved numerically, a
predictions from the model based on this hydrodynam
theory were shown to be in good agreement with experim
tal measurements.

A. Navier–Stokes equations

The equations of motion used here are based on N
tonian flow of a viscous fluid in a system of dimensions a
viscosity lying in the regime of classical laminar flow, i.e.,
system with a Reynolds number~Re! less than unity.47 The
basic relation of motion governing laminar flow of visco
fluids is the Navier–Stokes equation

r
]n̄

]t
52gradP1mDn̄, ~1!

where the product of mass and acceleration of a unit volu
of fluid is equal to the sum of the forces acting upon it. T
internal forces are comprised of the pressure gradient an
opposite sign, the viscosity termmDn̄ which describes the
momentum transfer between adjacent thin layers of a fl
under shear flow. The Navier–Stokes equation combi
with equations expressing conservation of mass~and some
other material and geometric considerations! comprise a ba-
sic set of equations of motion describing polymer flow
thin laser-irradiated films. These equations of motion can
simplified by dimensional analysis similar to previo
models,48 and reduced through application of the appropri
boundary conditions describing the behavior of the polym
at the substrate and free surface interfaces. Solution of
resultant differential equation yields an expression relat
the growth of the surface features to basic polymeric mate
and writing laser properties which can then be tested exp
mentally.

B. Assumptions and boundary conditions

To define boundary conditions which would allow a s
lution of Eq. ~1! and to keep the resulting equations of m
tion tractable, certain assumptions were made concerning
nature of the irradiating light and the physical description
the system studied. The system described is depicte
Fig. 4.

FIG. 4. Description of the grating inscription geometry.
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Two coherent beams of wavelengthl and equal intensity
I 0 are introduced to the polymer sample of thicknessh0 at
time t50. The spatial wavelengthL of the resulting interfer-
ence pattern in the polymer film can be defined as

L5
l

2 sin u
, ~2!

whereu is the angle between the beam propagation axis
the mirror plane, and hence after reflection the angle s
tending the beams is equal to 2u. The exact nature of this
periodic interference depends on the polarization states o
incident beams, and will be discussed at length in Sec. V
The conditions that are assumed of the system upon
during this irradiation are stated below.

1. Photostationary state

It is assumed that the polymer film is thin compared
the characteristic length of the optical extinction coefficie
so that light is incident on all layers of chromophores in t
film with equal intensity, independent ofy. For films of a
thickness less than 25 nm this assumption is valid wit
20%, as the extinction coefficient of pDRIA is 7.4mm21 at
488 nm. This means that the instantaneous fraction ofcis
isomers@cis# in the photostationary state at a given point
the interference pattern is a function only ofI 0 , and inde-
pendent ofy, and hence so too is any photoinduced press
(P) relating to@cis# such that Eq.~3! holds

]P

]y
50. ~3!

It is also assumed that@cis# at each value ofx grows quickly
compared to the time scale of motion and remains cons
over time while the laser is on, as anycis molecule moved
away from a location alongx in the process of mass transpo
is replaced, i.e., the@cis# in the photostationary state~PSS! is
constant, and is achieved shortly after timet50.

2. Bulk polymer

For this model the polymer is assumed to behave as
incompressible viscous fluid whose motion under stress
pressure is governed by the Navier–Stokes equations. C
servation of mass, in addition to this incompressibility, lea
to an equation of continuity

]nx

]x
1

]ny

]y
1

]nz

]z
50, ~4!

where thev i are the velocity components of a small volum
of polymer. It is also assumed that the irradiation is unifo
along z so that throughout the polymer film there are
pressure gradients along this axis

]P

]z
50 ~5!

and hence by symmetryvz at any value ofx or y is equal to
zero, and thez component of the Navier–Stokes equati
has not been considered.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3. Polymer interfaces

The irradiated region of the film is regarded as mu
larger than the spatial wavelength of the interference pat
L, and thus can be approximated as unbounded along tx
andz axes. At the film–substrate interface perfect adhere
of the polymer is assumed, so that this lamella is motionle
The velocity components at this interface are thus

nx5ny50 at y50 ~6!

and comprise the boundary conditions at the substrate.
thermore, the free surface of the film (y5h) is assumed to
be planar att50, and no polymer is allowed to pass throu
this surface. At the free surface then, the velocity compon
alongy is equal to the rate of change of the height

ny5
]h

]t
at h~x,t ! ~7!

and hence the rate of growth of the surface features. A
tionally, the shear stress alongy can be approximated to fa
to zero at the free surface

]nx

]y
50 at h~x,t ! ~8!

which serves as the final boundary condition of this syste

4. Temperature

It is assumed upon irradiation that the temperature of
system is not raised to an extent such that there is an ap
ciable gradient of viscosity or density, and hencem andr are
independent of time and position. This is a realistic assum
tion macroscopically, as estimates of the temperature
crease on irradiation of similar azo polymer thin films ha
been reported to be only 5°.49

5. External forces

For the brief duration of the exposures of the writin
laser considered here~tens of seconds!, there is not likely
appreciable deformation of the surface to warrant consid
ation of the retarding effect of surface tension. While this
most likely the primary restoring force at long inscriptio
times ~many minutes!, and hence significant surface modi
cation, this model considers only the rate of grating form
tion at short times aftert50. Any force term relating to the
surface tension~s! would be expected to scale with the se
ond x derivative ofh(s}]2h/]x2),47 which for the inscrip-
tion durations considered here can be considered neglig
in comparison with other force terms. This can also be s
experimentally, as the rates of grating inscription have b
observed to exhibit good linearity over inscription duratio
that are orders of magnitude~minutes! greater than what is
measured experimentally~seconds! to test predictions from
the model presented here. Similarly, gravity and other ex
nal forces have been neglected in this treatment.
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IV. GENERAL FLOW MODEL

A. Equations of motion

The acceleration term in the Navier–Stokes equation~1!
can be broken into parts, and rewritten in component fo
considering force along thex, y, and z axes.47 Since the
pressure derivative is nonzero only along thex axis from
Eqs.~3! and ~5!, thex component form of Eq.~1! alone

]vx

]t
1vx

]vx

]x
1vy

]vx

]y
5

21

r

]P~x!

]x
1h

]2vx

]y2 ~9!

can serve as the basic equation of momentum balance in
polymer film, whereh is the kinematic viscosity of the
liquid,47 defined ash5m/r. It can be shown by simple
order-of-magnitude dimensional analysis that in the sys
defined here the dominant terms~by at least four orders o
magnitude! of Eq. ~9! comprise a reduced Navier–Stoke
balance

]2vx

]y2 '
1

h

]P~x!

]x
~10!

which is in agreement with the results of a similar simpli
cation by dimensional analysis incorporated in the mode
surface grating formation in an oil film proposed b
Ledoyen.48 This allows solution forvx by integrating both
sides overy, yielding an expression for the shear stress alo
y

]vx

]y
5

1

h

]P~x!

]x
y1C1 ~11!

with a constant of integrationC1 . C1 can be determined by
the shear stress boundary condition Eq.~8! where the left-
hand side of Eq.~11! is equal to zero wheny5h, and the
shear stress expression

]vx

]y
5

1

h

]P~x!

]x
y2

1

h

]P~x!

]x
h ~12!

now allows determination ofvx by similar integration over
y:

vx5
1

2h

]P~x!

]x
y22

h

h

]P~x!

]x
y1C2 . ~13!

The substrate boundary condition Eq.~6! setsC2 to zero, and
Eq. ~13! can be rewritten

]vy

]y
5

21

2h

]2P~x!

]x2 y21
h

h

]2P~x!

]x2 y ~14!

after differentiation with respect tox followed by substitu-
tion with the continuity Eq.~4! describing conservation o
mass. The velocity component alongy can now be isolated
by integration of Eq.~14! over y:

vy5
21

6h

]2P~x!

]x2 y31
h

2h

]2P~x!

]x2 y21C3 . ~15!

The integration constantC3 is determined to be equal to zer
by the second substrate boundary condition Eq.~6!, and an
expression is obtained for the velocity alongy in the polymer
at every point in the film. They value of the greatest interes
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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to this work is the film surface aty5h, sincevh describes
the observable changes in the surface of the film on irra
tion. At y5h Eq. ~15! can be simplified

]h

]t
5

1

3

h3

h

]2P~x!

]x2 , ~16!

where the rate of change in the film thickness at any poin
the interference pattern is a function only of the change
pressure gradient at that point, the viscosity, and the in
film thickness. This differential equation can be solved
rectly to give an expression for the time-dependent fi
thickness

1

h2 5
1

h0
22

2

3h

]2P~x!

]x2 t ~17!

integrating fromh0 ~the film thickness at timet50! to h(t);
the film thickness at timet. While this yields an explicit
expression for the film thickness under irradiation, it is im
portant to note from the assumption in Sec. III B that pred
tions from this equation are valid only for short exposu
times, as the surface tension neglected in this treatment
likely act as a dominant restoring force once surface mod
cation becomes appreciable.

B. Viscosity

The low viscosity of the polymeric systems describ
here is due not only to the low average value ofMW, but to
theMW distributions in the samples. While the averageMW
is near 5000 g/mol for many of the polymers~;10 structural
units!, the statistical distribution~polydispersity! amongMW
values centered at 5000 g/mol includes a significant prop
tion of small molecule oligomer which would be expected
act as a plasticizer and depress the bulk visco
substantially.50 In bulk polymers of low-enough molecula
weight to lie below the threshold of entanglement w
neighboring polymer chains, the melt viscosity is genera
observed to increase with the first power (a51) of the mo-
lecular weight in this range

h5C•MWa ~18!

whereC is a constant specific to the polymer and experim
tal conditions.50 Above the entanglement limit, viscosity in
creases rapidly withMW raised to the power of at least th
cube (a'3.4).50 In the low MW films described here which
are well below the limit of entanglement, the viscosity w
modeled to increase with the first power of the average m
lecular weight as described by Eq.~18! with a51. An esti-
mate ofC'10 was used, though this value was conside
valid only as an order-of-magnitude estimate, as it cor
sponds to the constant displayed by lowMW pMMA in the
melt aboveTg .50 There has been some suggestion that
isomerization of the azo groups during grating inscripti
might serve to depress the viscosity even further.51 This
isomerization-plasticization effect would then suggest t
viscosity might scale inversely withI 0 , although since no
quantitative estimates have been published, this effect
been neglected for the theoretical treatment outlined her
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C. Experimental results and discussion

In order to monitor the progress of grating inscriptio
over real time, and in order to confirm that inscription dur
tions were well within the linear region of the growth curve
model predictions of change inh were compared to the
change in diffraction efficiencyE over time. Equipment con-
straints prevented surface gratings from being formed
measuredin situ in the atomic force microscope to measu
the growth ofh directly, whereasE could be measured con
tinuously. The relationship betweenE andh was determined
independently to be linear for the inscription durations us

1. Irradiation intensity

A number of small gratings was inscribed in a sing
pDR1A polymer film by translating the sample between e
posures and varying the intensity of the incident lightI 0 from
1 to 100 mW/cm2. The slopes of the resulting grating effi
ciency growth curves are plotted against inI 0 in Fig. 5.

Figure 5 shows that the linear dependence of grat
growth on intensity of incident light predicted by Eq.~16!
~solid line! agrees with results~closed square! within experi-
mental uncertainties over a range of 2 orders of magnitu
Gratings produced with a light intensity below the low
limit of this range are accompanied by a poor signal-to-no
ratio, and are difficult to distinguish from the low-efficienc
volume birefringence gratings which are inscribed conc
rently. Gratings inscribed with light of an intensity great
than the upper limit of this range can produce damage to
polymer and a temperature increase which would strain
isothermal assumptions of the model. These results ar
agreement with the only other published results of intens
efficiency correlation studies.24

2. Molecular weight

A plot of the rate of efficiency growth as a function o
MW from the model is shown in Fig. 6 as a line, with th
experimental results described previously superimpose25

All of these blended films are of aMW below the expected
limit of entanglement, which for pMMA is near 40 00
g/mol,50 and no gratings could be inscribed in films with
molecular weight greater than this limit. The broad polyd
persities inherent in these samples preclude a more quan

FIG. 5. Grating efficiency as a function of light intensity.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tive comparison between these experimental results and
model, since the theoretical curve in Fig. 6 assumes mo
dispersity ofMW, while these polymers studied display
wide range ofMW values.

3. Film thickness

Due to the laminar nature of the Navier–Stokes re
tions, the rate of grating inscription from Eq.~16! scales with
the cube of the initial film thickness, up to the thickness lim
described in Sec. III B. This laminarity of flow was als
demonstrated with a single film of a thickness much grea
than this limit ~greater than 600 nm!, by measuring the rate
of inscription with light incident from the positivey axis
~above!, compared with that from the negativey axis ~from
below, through the substrate!. The observation that the in
scription rate is diminished by up to a factor of 4 in th
negativey axis case demonstrates that the flow rates
indeed height dependent in the film, as the intensity of
light is the same in both cases but is concentrated near
surface~fast moving lamella! in the former configuration,
and near the substrate~slower moving lamella! in the latter.

Figure 7 depicts the theoretical and experimentally
served rates as a function of thickness. For thin films
cubic dependence appears to be followed, and as the cr
absorption limit is approached the absorbance of the mat
becomes appreciable, the thin film assumption of Sec. I

FIG. 6. Grating efficiency as a function of molecular weight.

FIG. 7. Grating efficiency as a function of film thickness.
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is no longer valid as there is no longer uniform irradiati
throughout the film alongy, and the inscription rate level
off. It is notable that this critical limit~estimated to be
;25 nm in Sec. III B! does not appear from experiment to b
reached until a film thickness of nearly 100 nm. This is n
surprising, however, since the rate of mass transport sc
with the cube of the film thickness, and hence the polym
near the substrate interface would not be expected to resp
to a pressure gradient to the same extent as would poly
layers near the free surface. Diminished light levels near
substrate due to absorption would not be expected to dep
the net flow substantially then, as observed. Thish3 depen-
dence of the inscription rate, where the polymer layers n
the free surface are far more influential to the rate of m
transport, also suggest that although modeled as a vol
effect, this process can also be validly regarded as a sur
phenomenon, where lamella near the surface are ‘‘pee
back’’ by the light in succession to form surface gratings

V. ISOMERIZATION PRESSURE MODEL

A. Light-induced pressure

Regardless of how the pressure is distributed through
the irradiated polymer film, the maximum pressure at
origin of the interference patternP0 can be defined in terms
of light and polymer properties. Following the qualitativ
ideas presented previously,25 it is proposed that the origin o
the pressure experienced in the material is due to the pos
change in volume required for isomerization from the co
pact trans isomer to the bulkiercis form, which is in excess
of that initially provided by the matrix. The pressure expe
enced in bulk by a relative~and dimensionless! volume
changeDV is

P5BDV, ~19!

where B was determined experimentally by mechanic
methods to be equal to 23109 Pa.25 The relative volume
change of a small region of material under irradiation can
estimated as the product of the excess free volume requ
ment of eachcis molecule over that initially present in th
film, and the fraction of molecules photogenerated to thecis
form ~@cis#! and maintained under irradiation at a given lig
intensity and wavelength

DV5S FVcis2FVtrans

FVtrans
D •@cis#, ~20!

whereFVcis and FVtrans are the free volume requiremen
of the two geometric forms, which was estimated by sim
molecular mechanics calculations of the van der Waals
cupied volume, and is also in agreement with the literat
reports for similar systems.33 The @cis# can also be defined
usefully with the introduction of an intensity variable to sca
@cis# with light intensity

@cis#5I 0@cis#0 , ~21!

where thecis concentration at any intensity is expressed
the product of the incident intensityI 0 , and the@cis# result-
ing from an arbitrary irradiation intensity of 1 mW of circu
larly polarized light,@cis#0 , with dimensions mW21 and de-
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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termined experimentally. This affords an estimate of
idealizedcis concentration at the maximum of the light di
tribution pattern at a given intensity, but does not yet inclu
a scaling factor to describe polarization dependence, to
introduced in Sec. V B. From Eqs.~19!, ~20!, and ~21!, the
net pressureP0 can then be expressed as

P05BS FVcis2FVtrans

FVtrans
D I 0•@cis#02Ps , ~22!

an equation with experimentally determined constants
bulk modulus,@cis#0 , and a variable intensityI 0 . Equation
~22! also incorporates the pressurePs due to the surface
tension~s! as the area of the film surface increases un
deformation. As discussed, this restoring pressure is neg
bly small for the brief (;30 s) irradiation durations use
experimentally here, and has been neglected in this tr
ment. The@cis# in the photostationary state in thin films o
azobenzene polymers can also be expressed less empir
as a function of the quantum yields of thetrans and cis
photochemical conversionFcis andF trans , the rate constan
k of the thermal relaxation from thecis form, and the molar
extinction coefficients of the two formsecis and e trans .
Though less rigorous, Eq.~22! is preferable experimentally
however, since thecis fraction can be determined directl
with less uncertainty than the combined indirect photoche
cal measurements that would be necessary to deduceP0 by
this method. The fraction of azo molecules which could
photogenerated to thecis form was found to be 9% in a thin
film of pDRIA, with a light intensity of 65 mW/cm2, using
previously published spectroscopic methods.46

B. Pressure distribution

From Eq. ~22! it is clear thatP(x) , the distribution of
light-induced pressure in the material alongx, is equal to
P0@cis# (x) , the distribution of thecis isomer fraction in the
film alongx. @cis# (x) is a function of both the light intensity
distribution I (x) and thecis concentration as a function o
polarization stateP of the light experienced along thex axis
in the interference pattern. Thecis isomer population is sen
sitive to the nature of the polarization of the irradiating ligh
as with linearly polarized light the molecules can be mov
out of the absorption cross section by reorientation. This
fect of orientational depletion~known as spectral hole
burning! is commonly observed as dichroism and has a
been shown directly to lead to lowercis concentrations in the
presence of linearly polarized light in comparison to irrad
tion with an equal intensity of light which is circularly po
larized, and hence can address and isomerize all of the c
mophores in the plane. It is proposed that this polarizat
dependence ofcis concentration could be responsible for t
observed differences in surface modification that result fr
irradiations of similar intensity yet different polariz
ations.20,23 This intensity and polarization dependence of t
cis concentration can be described as the product of theI (x) ,
@cis#0 , and a normalized and dimensionless polarization
tivity scaling factorA(x)

@cis#~x!5I ~x!A~x!@cis#0 , ~23!
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whereA(x) can be regarded as the probability of isomeriz
tion as a function of the net polarization state at that poin
the interference pattern alongx, and serves as an estimate
the reduction incis activity as the polarization is change
from circular, through elliptical, to linear. For an estimat
this polarization scaling factorA(x) can be approximated to
scale with a function describing the area of the ellipse sw
out by the EMF vector over time, with upper and low
limits determined experimentally by measuring thecis frac-
tion that results from exposure to light of equal intensity
circular and linear polarizations. Both the intensity and p
larization state~ellipticity! can be determined from the de
scription of the net field experienced over time in each
gion of the interference pattern.

In the case of two circularly polarized writing beams
equal intensity and opposite handedness due to reflec
from the mirror, the net electric field components are

Ex52 cosu8 cos~k sin ux!cos~k cosuy2vt !,

Ey522 sin u8 sin~k sin ux!sin~k cosuy2vt !, ~24!

E252 sin~k sin ux!cos~k cosuy2vt !,

wherek is equal to 2p/l, v is the angular frequency of 2pn,
and u8 is the effective interference angle in the material
refractive index n defined from Snell’s law as sinu
5n sinu8. The refractive index of the polymers studied w
determined to be equal to 1.62 by waveguide coupling te
niques. The light intensityI (x) is proportional to the sum o
the squares of the net field amplitude components

I}uExu21uEyu21uEzu2 ~25!

and the polarization can be determined by examining
time evolution of the components at fixedx position. This
can be described by the ellipticity of the light ranging from
value of 0~linear! with the net field oscillating along an axis
to a value of 1~circular! with the net field sweeping out a
plane. The plane in which this ellipse lies is not necessa
coincident with the reference axes, but can be determined
projection, as it can be defined by the net field vectors at
arbitrary points in time to define a long axisEa and a short
axis Eb . A(x) can then be approximated with a function

A~x!}pEaEb , ~26!

which describes the oscillation with the ellipticity~the prod-
uct of p, Ea , and Eb! from a linearcis concentrationAl

~experimentally determined@cis# with linear light! to a nor-
malized circularcis concentrationAc ~experimentally deter-
mined @cis# with circular light!, and is expressed in thexyz
coordinate system using Eq.~24! where uEbu5uEyu and
uEau5(uExu21uEzu2)1/2,

A~x!}8p sin u8 sin~k sin ux!@cos2 u8 cos2~k sin ux!

1sin2~k sin ux!#1/2, ~27!

which is then set to oscillate between a lower limit ofAl and
an upper limit ofAc . I (x) is equal to the sum ofuEau2 and
uEbu2, and can also be expressed from Eq.~25!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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I ~x!}4@cos2 u8 cos2~k sin ux!1sin2 u8 sin2~k sin ux!

1sin2~k sin ux!] ~28!

in the xyz laboratory frame-of-reference coordinate syste
The polarization activity distribution Eq.~27! is found to

vary between linear and elliptical with the same period ofp
as the intensity distribution Eq.~28!, and with the linear
region exactly coincident with the intensity minima. Fro
Eq. ~23! the product ofA(x) andI (x) then provides a descrip
tion of the cis isomer concentration in the interference p
tern, displayed graphically in Fig. 8 as a solid line. TheA(x)

and I (x) components are displayed as well in Fig. 8 as
closed circle~upper trace! and a closed square~center trace!,
respectively, for illustration, and normalized, for the case
a film with a dichroic ratio (Ac :Al) of 2:1 andu equal to
15°. It is evident that the product of Eqs.~27! and ~28! re-
sembles a simple sinusoid in shape. It is also clear from
8 that the net result~the product curve! appears to be influ-
enced to a similar extent by bothI (x) and byA(x) , suggesting
that the cis pressure is both an intensity-derived and
polarization-derived phenomenon. The expressions rela
the growth of the surface features under irradiation with c
cularly polarized light can then be used to compare mo
predictions with experimentally controllable parameters s
cific to an isomerization pressure model such as free volu
requirement of the chromophores, the inscription geome
and the sensitivity of the extent of isomerization to the p
larization state of the laser.

C. Experimental results and discussion

The variables in the expression relating the time evo
tion of the growth of the surface features, Eq.~16!, can be
substituted with Eqs.~18!, ~22!, and~23! to yield

]h

]t
5

I 0

3

h3B@cis#0

C•MW S FVcis2FVtrans

FVtrans
D ]2~ I ~x!A~x!!

]x2 , ~29!

an expression describing the dependence of the rate of
mation of the grating features with the light and polym
variables ofh, MW, FV, andI 0 , and the polymer constant
C, B, and@cis#0 . Further substitution of Eq.~29! with Eqs.

FIG. 8. Relativecis isomer concentration variation in an irradiated azo fil
~d! ellipticity variation, ~j! intensity variation, and~———! cis fraction
variation.
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~27! and~28! permits the derivative to be defined in terms
l and u, and then direct solution of]h/]t. Using Eq.~29!,
experiments were performed to vary each property indep
dently, and the resultant inscription rates compared to p
dictions from the model. A graphical representation of E
~29! is presented in Fig. 9, which depicts the predict
growth of a grating profile over time~z axis in the figure! for
a pDR1A polymer film under typical conditions of irradia
tion ~u515°, I 0550 mW/cm2, andh0540 nm! with circu-
larly polarized light.

From this the bulk viscosity, the only unknown from E
~29!, could be solved, and is found to be equal to
3105 Pa s for the material withMW54000 g/mol under
flow belowTg . This viscosity is comparable in magnitude
high-MW acrylate polymers in the melt aboveTg , to glass at
;800 °C, and to glucose at 50 °C.50 Since this value was
determined using aMW constant that was estimated
within only an order of magnitude, this uncertainty applies
the viscosity estimate as well. The low magnitude of th
viscosity is not unreasonable considering the low aver
MW of the azo polymers in this study, the fact that the
samples with broadMW distributions include a significan
amount of smallMW oligomer which would act as a plast
cizer and serve to depress the bulk viscosity, and the po
bility that the isomerization depresses the viscosity as w

1. Laser polarization

The experiments described here were performed wit
laser polarized to interfere two orthogonal circularly pola
ized beams, which produces gratings of the highest e
ciency and surface modification. This is in agreement w
other reports, as is the observation that the interferenc
two s-linear polarized beams produces no detectable mo
cation of the film surface.24 Comment can be made, howeve
on the agreement between predictions from this model
the results obtained using laser irradiation of oth
polarizations.23,24These reports concentrate on the differen
betweens-linear andp-linear polarized inscriptions. Unlike
thes-linear case, where no grating can be induced, the in
ference between twop-linear polarized beams produces gra
ings of moderate efficiency. A key difference between t
interference patterns generated by intersection of these
linear polarizations lies in thex component of the electric

FIG. 9. Time evolution of the surface model from Eq.~29!.
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field, which is generated in the case ofp linear, but not in the
case ofs linear. With regard to thecis pressure mechanism
this also means that the net polarization is elliptical~and
hence high@cis#! in the case ofp-polarized inscription, yet
purely linear~reduced@cis#! in the case ofs-linear polarized
inscription.

It is an inherent tenet of this mechanism and model t
the polarization dependence of thecis fraction is responsible
for the polarization dependence of the grating efficiency,
the predictions of the model for interference patterns of
larizations other than circular/circular are not in adequ
agreement with observations. In particular, experiments h
been reported that examined the polarization dependenc
dependently of ellipticity.23 This was accomplished by gen
erating a regularly spaced intensity pattern by irradiat
through a lined photomask, so that there is no ellipticity
the light, but an oscillating intensity profile of linear ligh
only, in either thes or p orientations~z or x axes, respec-
tively! depending on the choice of irradiation. The results
this experiment, where a weak grating was produced in
case ofp-linear irradiation and no grating was produced
the case ofs-linear irradiation, suggest that there is indeed
force at work dependent on thex-component EMF vector
which is not predicted by the isomerization pressure mo
outlined in this paper. This suggests that there is either
other~perhaps dipolar! force involved in addition to isomer
ization pressure,52 or that the model has not considered a k
characteristic of the light-response behavior of the ch
mophores.

A possible modification to this model in order to agr
with these polarization results could be the inclusion o
flow-induced orientational anisotropy. One might specul
that as the polymer chains are pushed through the visc
medium, the long slender azobenzene side groups w
preferentially align parallel to the direction of flow. This e
fect, known as shear thinning, has been observed in a va
of polymers with anisotropic shape experiencing shear fl
and has also been shown to lower the viscosity of such
tems. This is a reasonable proposal for these systems,
sidering the large anisotropy of the side groups, the h
shear stress of the laminar flow, and appreciable veloc
involved, which are on the order of tens of nanometers~the
molecular length scale! per second. Shear thinning wou
serve to cycle the photo-oriented~and hence nonabsorbing!
azo groups back into the absorption cross section in the
of p-polarized irradiation~enhancing the isomerization driv
ing force!, and away from the absorption cross section~di-
minishing this force! in the case ofs-polarized light, in
closer agreement with observations. This flow anisotro
would also require any light interference pattern to contai
net elliptical polarization in order to induce sufficient pre
sure~as the chromophores would be shear-oriented out of
absorption cross section otherwise!, also in closer agreemen
with observations.

2. Irradiation geometry

Figure 10 displays a plot of grating efficiency as a fun
tion of the angle 2u subtending the writing beams. Th
sample in this case is pDR1A, using a series of grati
Downloaded 14 May 2003 to 132.206.205.36. Redistribution subject to A
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recorded with 50 mW/cm2 laser intensity for 30 s, and re
cording the rate of diffraction grating growth for a series
angles 2.5°,u,30°, with the boundaries of this range d
termined by pump and probe beam geometric considerati
As is clear from these results, the rate of efficiency growth
of the greatest magnitude at an intermediate angle, neu
515°. This result is similar to previously published repo
which also show a maximum inE nearu515°,19,20 but it is
in poor agreement with the model prediction also depicted
Fig. 10 ~solid line!, as theu dependence predicted from Eq
~29! displays a maximum rate at 45°. This theoretical ma
mum arises from the product of the ellipticity term~decreas-
ing with increasingu!, and the gradient term~increasing with
increasingu!, displaying a local maximum atu545°, mid-
way between the minima of the two contributing terms au
50° and at 90°. This discrepancy could be explained by
model’s neglect of experimental vibration during inscriptio
which would grow more destructive to grating formation
higher u~lower L!. An independent estimate of this vibra
tional destruction could not be made, but consideration
this effect would serve to shift the maximum of the theor
ical curve in Fig. 10 towards lower angle. With an assum
tion of vibration on the order of one wavelength of the irr
diation light, the theoretical maximum would agre
~coincide! with that determined experimentally. A total os
cillation of one or more optical components of this mag
tude of;0.5mm would prevent the inscription of a gratin
with a L smaller than this characteristic instability leng
~u>30° in this case!, and the diffraction efficiency would be
expected to be reduced at longerL gratings~peaking near
15°! in agreement with experimental results. Influence of t
instability component is further supported by the observat
that grating efficiency decreases with increasing the dista
between the mirror and the sample, in accord with the
pected dependence of a vibrational instability with propa
tion distance.

3. Free volume requirement

Although a key parameter in this model, the free volum
requirement of an azo chromophore is a difficult variable
examine experimentally, as each test requires the design
synthesis of a unique molecule. In addition, this is a diffic

FIG. 10. Grating efficiency as a function of inscription angle.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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parameter to isolate experimentally, as any substitue
added to the phenyl rings in order to increase the bulkin
will usually alter the electronic level structure of the chr
mophore as well. The associated shift in absorbance, q
tum yields, rate constants, and hence@cis# in the photosta-
tionary state would then preclude a useful comparis
between chromophores of varying bulk. As report
previously,25 inscription rates were shown to increase sign
cantly in polymers where first a nitro ( – NO2), and then both
a nitro and a chloro~–Cl! substituent were attached to th
phenyl rings, in comparison with an unsubstituted azob
zene. As estimated by molecular modeling calculations,
van der Waals occupied volume necessary to isomerize
thecis form for pMEA, pDR1A, and pDR13A is 32, 56, an
81Å3, respectively. In other studies of surface grati
growth, bulky chromophores were shown to display
creased inscription rates,51 though this is inconclusive, as th
electronic level structure of the systems reported were
similar and hence the molecules would posses differ
isomerization responses in addition to differentFV require-
ments.

Other literature reports, however, do directly support t
FV induced pressure in azo thin films, as an expansion
been observed in the photostationary state in a number of
films with a positiveFV requirement,34–38 and a contraction
observed in the case of an azo chromophore which can
up into a more compactcis form on irradiation.34 Although
an expansion of;1% is all that is required to induce flow
there were no gradients of pressure induced in these sys
reported~in contrast to the steep spatial gradients of lig
intensity inherent to the interference patterns described h!
and hence there were no observations of surface modifica
and associated mass transport.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Surface profile holographic gratings with depths of up
1 mm can be inscribed in azo polymer thin films by low
power laser irradiation, and the linear region of inscripti
can be modeled as a pressure~or force! driven laminar flow
of a viscous fluid. Although modeled as a volume proce
the predicted behavior exhibit strong similarity to a surfa
process, since the velocity components in the film scale w
the cube of layer height. The isomerization-driven ma
transport mechanism proposed previously for the high p
cess appears to be plausible, as the predictions from a
cific model based on this proposed phototransport mec
nism agree well with results of experiments performed
vary the nature of the writing laser, free volume requireme
of the chromophores, and bulk viscosity of the polymer m
trix. In addition to gradients of isomerization pressure, int
actions between the light field and the dipoles of the ch
mophores may play a role as well, as this model can
account for some observations of a polarization depende
of grating efficiency.
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